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Empire Comfort Systems Inc. has
manufactured safe, reliable heating
systems since 1932.

We take

pride in our reputation for quality
products, backed by the best sales,
service, and distribution network in
this industry. The White Mountain
Hearth Series combines our proven
technologies with exceptional artistry
and craftsmanship to add beauty and
warmth to any home.
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Rushmore Direct-Vent Fireplace with TruFlame Technology

F

TruFlame
TECHNOLOGY

Rushmore 40-inch Fireplace (47,500 Btu) with Rustic Brick Liner, Forged Iron Front, and Rectangle Inset

Rushmore Clean-Face Direct-Vent Luxury Fireplaces with TruFlame Technology
Rushmore direct-vent clean-face fireplaces with TruFlame Technology re-imagine the gas fireplace –in its aesthetics and
its technology. Available in 40-inch and 36-inch models.
The enormous ceramic glass front frames the beautifully crafted 14-piece log set blazing atop a full-floor ember bed.
Rich yellow flames roll over and around the logs, mimicking the burn of a natural wood fire.
The TruFlame Technology uses an integrated catalyst system to scrub the exhaust, to remove potential pollutants from
the flue output – making this the most eco-friendly vented fireplace on the market.
Your TruFlame fireplace includes an easy-to-use thermostat remote to control the dual burners, the built-in accent lighting,
and the optional double blowers. Simple, on-screen icons let you manually vary the flame height, light intensity, and
blower speed (if installed).
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Rushmore Direct-Vent Fireplace with TruFlame Technology

The list of accessories accents the fire within – starting with the rustic forged iron fronts. Use them alone or with the
matching insets. Complete that old-world look with the ceramic fiber liner – featuring massive stones scaled to fit this
big fireplace – and a set of decorative andirons.
The fireplace can also be outfitted for a more contemporary home with a black porcelain liner. The optional whisper-quiet
double blower distributes warmth throughout the room.

Old World Stone Liner

Decorative Front in Forged Iron

Rustic Brick Liner

Black Porcelain Liner

Decorative Front* shown with Arch Inset in Forged Iron
*(Decorative Front shown with Rectangle Inset on lefthand page)

Decorative Andirons

Decorative Door Set with Frame in Forged Iron

Optional Variable-Speed Double Blower

Rushmore 40-inch Fireplace (47,500 Btu) with Black Porcelain Liner
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Boulevard Linear Direct-Vent Fireplaces

Boulevard 72-inch Direct-Vent Fireplace with Multi-color LED Lighting, Black Glass Liner, Driftwood Log Set, and Clear Crushed Glass

Boulevard 60-inch Direct-Vent Fireplace with Ridgeback Corrugated Liner and Rustic Log Set

Boulevard 48, 48 See-Through, 60 and 72 Linear Direct-Vent Fireplaces
These larger-than-life fireplaces deliver all the ambiance and warmth you need for large spaces. Choose the
Boulevard 48 (37,000 Btu Nat / 34,000 Btu LP), the Boulevard 48 See-Through (37,000 Btu Nat / 34,000 Btu LP), the
Boulevard 60 (46,000 Btu Nat / 42,500 Btu LP), or the Boulevard 72 (52,500 Btu Nat / 50,000 Btu LP).
Tailor your Boulevard to suit your taste, starting with a liner. Crushed glass covers the fireplace floor (available in a variety
of colors), while the variable lighting (standard for the 48 See-Through, 60, and 72-inch models) lets you set the perfect
mood – whether the fireplace is burning or not. Choose Clear Frost, Copper Reflective or Bronze Reflective crushed
glass. Accent with other glass colors (see page 29).
Choose between two available log sets. The Rustic Log Set includes a unique assortment of ceramic fiber logs and
stones, plus coiled slivers of stainless steel; or select the Driftwood Log Set for a more contemporary look.
Add tile right up to the rectangular opening to create a stunningly beautiful, amazingly efficient clean-face fireplace.
An optional trim kit or front finishes the opening and adjusts for different depths of tile or stone.
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Boulevard Linear Direct-Vent Fireplaces

Boulevard 60-inch Direct-Vent Fireplace with Black Porcelain Liner, Hammered Pewter Trim, and Clear Frost Crushed Glass

Boulevard 48-inch Direct-Vent See-Through Fireplace with Ledgestone Liner, Clear Crushed Glass, and Stainless Steel Outdoor Kit

Ridgeback Corrugated
(available for single-sided
models only)

Ledgestone
(available for see-through
model only)

Clear Frost
Decorative Glass

Black Porcelain / Glass
(Glass available for DVLL72
model only)

Bronze Reflective Copper Reflective
Crushed Glass
Crushed Glass

L to R: ¾-inch Matte Black; ¾-inch Hammered
Pewter; 3-inch Forged Iron
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Boulevard Linear Direct-Vent Fireplaces

Boulevard 41-inch Traditional Direct-Vent Fireplace, 4-inch Surround with Barrier Screen, and Charred Log Set

Boulevard 41 Linear Direct-Vent Fireplaces
The 34,500 Nat / 31,500 LP heater-rated Boulevard Fireplace features a large ceramic glass window (more than
700 sq. in.) that provides excellent heat transfer and contributes to its exceptional efficiency.
They include an intuitive Multi-Function remote control with day-of-week thermostat programming so you can set it to
cycle off at bedtime and cycle on in the morning, so you wake to a warm fire.
The Boulevard’s Intermittent Pilot system eliminates the standing pilot – saving energy and your money. When you want
fire, press the button – or just let the programmable thermostat maintain your desired room temperature. Thanks to its
advanced logic, the thermostat remote control anticipates heat demand to minimize temperature fluctuations in the room.
In the event of a power outage, your Boulevard fireplace can operate with a standing pilot – to provide life-saving
warmth for your home until power is restored.

8
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Boulevard Linear Direct-Vent Fireplaces

The Contemporary model features a linear burner, lighting mounted beneath the burner, and a black porcelain liner. The
rich liner reflects the flames and the lighting. Optional decorative ceramic glass panels add visual interest to the
fireplace interior and complement the flames. Crushed glass or glass droplets add a distinct contemporary look to
the fireplace. For available decorative media, see page 29.
Use the remote control to raise or lower the lighting levels and the panels glow red along their edges. The remote
control also operates the optional blower.

Boulevard 41-inch Contemporary Direct-Vent Fireplace with 4-inch Surround

The Boulevard Traditional model lets you choose one of our hand-painted log sets – Charred or Driftwood. For faster
heat distribution, order the optional circulating blower. Matte black walls accentuate the simplicity and clean lines.
The black porcelain liner is available as an accessory.

Charred Log Set

Driftwood Log Set

Complete your fireplace installation with a required decorative front. All fronts include barrier screens.

2-inch Surround

4-inch Surround

Tidewater Surround
(also available in matte black)

Both fireplace styles are available in LP and Natural Gas.
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Forest Hills Portrait-Style Direct-Vent Fireplaces

Forest Hills Portrait-Style Contemporary Direct-Vent Fireplace with White Piazza Vessel

Forest Hills Portrait-Style Traditional and Contemporary Fireplaces
With its clean vertical lines the Forest Hills Portrait Fireplace adds a striking design element to your home décor.
Available in Contemporary and Traditional models, these unique fireplaces offer several designer options to let you
create your perfect fireplace. The clean-face design allows tile or stonework to the edge of the window frame.
In the contemporary models, the vertical motif carries through to the interior where multiple folds in the porcelain
liner add to the impression of height. The rich black porcelain reflects the fire to create depth and enhance visual interest
from any position in the room. The dual burner system resides in an earthenware vessel – in your choice of black or
white – filled with your choice of crushed glass. Variable accent lighting concealed beneath the floor creates a
warm glow.
For a more conventional fireplace, choose the traditional model with its realistic hand-painted log set and ceilingmounted accent lighting. Add the Rustic Banded Brick or Old World Stone liner – or the Black Porcelain liner which
reflects the flame to create even greater visual interest. The available andirons add to an old-world look. The optional
blower aids in heat circulation.

Old World Stone Liner

10

Rustic Banded Brick Liner
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Black Porcelain Liner

Decorative Andirons

Forest Hills Portrait-Style Direct-Vent Fireplaces

All Forest Hills fireplaces include a multifunction remote control that can vary the flame height of the main burner.
The remote lets you vary the accent lighting system, the optional blower, and even operate an unrelated appliance –
such as a lamp or holiday decorations plugged into an outlet beneath the fireplace.
Add a decorative front or frame to your new direct-vent fireplace. Choose from two styles in finishes including handforged black copper and natural iron. Your front or frame attaches in seconds. Each front or frame comes with a
fireplace screen to prevent contact with the hot glass. A simple black barrier screen is also available.

Cathedral Front
in Black Copper

Portico Front
in Natural Iron

Barrier Frame
in Matte Black

Forest Hills Portrait-Style Traditional Direct-Vent Fireplace with Old World Stone Liner and Cathedral Front in Black Copper
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Loft Contemporary Direct-Vent Fireplaces
Loft Series Small and Medium Direct-Vent Fireplaces
Designed for in-wall installation, your direct-vent Loft fireplace delivers state-of-the-art technology for
extraordinary performance.
Black porcelain lines the fireplace interior, including the burner top, creating a subtle reflective surface
that enhances the appearance of depth. Flickering yellow flames dance atop the linear burner,
echoing their light off the glass and the porcelain liner to create a nearly infinite flame effect – making
your Loft fireplace mesmerizing from any angle.
The required metal surround is available in three styles and a variety of finishes.
Put a twinkle in your Loft fireplace by covering the burner top with the optional decorative glass. Choose from crushed
glass, 1/2-inch droplets, and 1-inch drops. Available in Millivolt and Intermittent Pilot.
These fireplaces require a barrier screen or decorative surround/front with barrier screen.

Loft Small Direct-Vent Fireplace (DVL25FP) with Matte Black Surround

12
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Loft Contemporary Direct-Vent Fireplaces
Decorative Surrounds, Fronts & Decorative Glass for Loft Direct-Vent Fireplaces

Matte Black Surround

Stainless Steel & Matte Black Surround

Black Polished

*Eclipse

Bronze
Reflective

Eclipse Top View

Matte Black

Hammered Pewter

Blue Clear

Clear Frost

Copper
Reflective

Stainless Steel

*Shown with 1-piece Metal Backer, required for Installation

Loft Small Direct-Vent Fireplace (DVL25FP) with Eclipse Surround in Stainless Steel
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Tahoe Luxury Direct-Vent Fireplaces

Tahoe 36 Luxury Direct-Vent Fireplace with Banded Brick Liner, Arched Louvers and Outer Frame in Matte Black in a Custom Mantel and Base

Luxury Series
• 35,000 Btu Nat, 36-inch, 13-piece Log Set (Top-Vent Only)
• 30,000 Btu LP, 36-inch, 13-piece Log Set (Top-Vent Only)
• 37,500 Btu Nat, 42-inch, 13-piece Log Set (Top-Vent Only)
• 35,000 Btu LP, 42-inch, 13-piece Log Set (Top-Vent Only)
Tahoe Luxury models retain the same overall dimensions as
Premium models but feature ceramic glass (for better heat
transfer), dimmer-controlled accent lamp inside the fireplace,
automatic blower, and an intricately detailed 13-piece log set
atop the Slope Glaze Excess Burner for a fuller ember bed.
And with its larger flame, the Luxury fireplace produces
more heat.
Luxury models are offered in Millivolt (with standing pilot),
Intermittent Pilot, and Multi-Function Remote models. MultiFunction Remote models include a thermostat remote control that
automatically varies flame height and blower speed to maintain
your pre-set temperature.
See pages 28-29 for liners, control options, decorative
accessories, and required barrier screens.
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Tahoe Luxury 42 Direct-Vent Fireplace
with Banded Brick Liner

Tahoe Premium and Deluxe Direct-Vent Fireplaces
Premium Series
• 25,000 Btu Nat, 36-inch, 4-piece Log Set
• 27,000 Btu LP, 36-inch (Top-Vent Only),
4-piece Log Set
• 28,000 Btu, 42-inch, 4-piece Log Set
• 30,000 Btu, 48-inch, 4-piece Log Set
Every Premium Tahoe model includes a tempered
glass view window and a four-piece log set, mounted
atop our legendary Slope Glaze Burner for a rich
flame pattern within a taller, deeper log stack that
complements the deeper fireplace (20 inches).
Premium Tahoes are offered in Millivolt models (with
standing pilot), in Intermittent Pilot models, and
in Multi-Function Remote models. Multi-Function
Remote models include a thermostat remote control
that automatically varies flame height and blower
speed to maintain your pre-set temperature.
See pages 27-29 for liners, control options, decorative
accessories, and required barrier screens.

Tahoe 36 Premium Fireplace with Aged Brick Liner, Black Slat Louvers
and Black Outer Trim with a White Standard Corner Mantel

Deluxe Series
• 18,000 Btu, 32-inch, 5-piece Log Set
• 20,000 Btu, 36-inch, 5-piece Log Set
• 25,000 Btu, 42-inch, 7-piece Log Set
• 28,000 Btu, 48-inch, 7-piece Log Set
The Contour Burner on Deluxe Tahoe models –
designed specifically to complement the log set –
produces a natural dancing flame. The large
heat-resistant, tempered glass window provides
an unobstructed view of the hand-painted log set.
Deluxe models require just 16 inches of depth,
making them ideal for applications where wallcavity space is tight.
Deluxe models are offered in Millivolt (with standing
pilot), and Intermittent Pilot similar to modern gas
range ignition.
See pages 28-29 for liners, control options,
decorative accessories, and required
barrier screens.

Tahoe 36 Deluxe Fireplace with Aged Brick Liner, Arch Louvers,
Outer Trim in Black, and Cherry Mantel

White Mountain Hearth • Vented & Outdoor Product Guide
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Tahoe Deluxe and Premium Clean-Face Multi-Sided Fireplaces
Deluxe Multi-Sided Fireplaces

These Tahoe 36-inch peninsula and see-through
fireplace systems are rated at 35,000 Btu and
include a 24-inch Slope Glaze Vista Burner installed
(and slightly recessed into the floor of the fireplace)
ready for the matching Rock Creek Log Set (sold
separately).
The unique Slope Glaze Vista Burner features
ceramic pellets inside a large burner pan to create a
deep field of dancing flames and is topped off with
a hand-painted log set. Even when the fireplace is
off, the available dimmer-controlled interior lighting
creates drama in any room.
Designed to complement our existing fireplace
products, the see-through and peninsula fireplaces
accept many of the same decorative louver and door
accessories as our conventional premium fireplaces,
providing better continuity in homes with multiple
fireplaces.

Tahoe Peninsula Direct-Vent Fireplace with Multi-Sided
Refractory Log Set in Custom Mantel

The see-through system is viewable from two sides
for built-in-wall applications. The peninsula system is
viewable from three sides making it ideal for building
into buttress walls or installing in a peninsula mantel.

Premium Clean-Face
Multi-Sided Fireplaces

These Tahoe 36-inch premium clean-face peninsula
and see-through fireplace systems are rated at 34,000 Btu
(Nat) / 32,500 Btu (LP).
The see-through system is viewable from two sides
for built-in-wall applications. The peninsula system is
viewable from three sides making it ideal for building
into buttress walls.
Both Peninsula and See-through models feature an
attractive clean-face design that integrates the
barrier screens into the fireplace – flush with the
fireplace face – allowing you to install tile, brick, or
other non-combustible materials right up to the
fireplace opening.
Choose one of three liners and one of two log sets to
customize your fireplace. Barrier screens included.
Optional blower and light kit also available.

Premium Clean-Face Direct-Vent Peninsula Fireplace, shown with Black Fluted Liner,
Mixed Stones and Logs Installed in Custom Surround
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Tahoe Luxury Clean-Face Direct-Vent Fireplaces
Luxury Clean-Face Traditional Fireplace
• DVCX36FP – 37,000 Btu, 36-inch, 5 x 8 Top Vent only (View area – 796 sq. in.)
• DVCX42FP – 40,000 Btu, 42-inch, 5 x 8 Top Vent only (View area – 893 sq. in.)
With its large ceramic glass window and clean-face design, the Luxury Clean-Face Tahoe looks just like a
site-built fireplace, but delivers the convenience and operating efficiency of a modern gas system. The
traditional luxury clean-face fireplace is available in 36-inch and 42-inch models.
The Luxury Clean-Face Tahoe includes a ceramic fiber brick floor that complements the massive log set.
Add the matching Rustic Brick liner or change the look of your fireplace with the Old World Stone or Black
Porcelain liner. The 10-piece ceramic fiber log set is hand painted for stunning realism with detailed bark,
knots, and charring.
Add a decorative door set to your new direct-vent luxury fireplace. Your forged iron door set attaches in seconds.
Each fireplace comes with a fireplace barrier screen to prevent contact with the hot glass. Add the available
andirons to convey an old-world look.
The available dimmer-controlled lighting kit draws attention to your fireplace even when no fire is burning.
Enhance heat distribution with the optional variable-speed blower.
Luxury models are available in three distinct technologies: Multi-Function Remote system, Millivolt, or
Intermittent Pilot.

Luxury Tahoe Clean-Face Fireplace with Old World Stone Liner

Forged Iron Doors

Decorative Andirons

White Mountain Hearth • Vented & Outdoor Product Guide
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Tahoe Premium Clean-Face Direct-Vent Fireplaces
Premium Clean-Face Traditional Fireplace
• DVCP32BP – 24,000 Btu, 32-inch, 4 x 6 5/8 Top Vent only (View area – 684 sq. in.)
• DVCP36BP – 24,000 Btu, 36-inch, 4 x 6 5/8 Top Vent only (View area – 759 sq. in.)
• DVCP42BP – 28,500 Btu, 42-inch, 4 x 6 5/8 Top Vent only (View area – 963 sq. in.)
The Premium Clean-Face Tahoe includes a tempered glass view
window and a unique burner that delivers a rich flame pattern.
The ceramic fiber log set is required (but sold separately). Each
log is hand-painted for stunning realism with detailed bark,
knots, and charring.
Ceramic Fiber Liner options for Premium models include a
traditional Aged Brick with smoky highlights and an old-world
Rustic Brick. Or choose the deep black polished porcelain-steel
liner that reflects the flames for a luxurious effect.
The available lighting kit draws attention to the intricate details
in the log set and brick liner – even when no fire is burning. You
can enhance heat distribution with the optional variable-speed
blower. Both the light and blower include dimmer controls.

Premium Clean-Face Direct-Vent Fireplace with Rustic Brick Liner

Premium models are available in Millivolt and Intermittent Pilot. Barrier screen included.

Premium Clean-Face Contemporary Fireplace
• DVCC32BP – 24,000 Btu, 32-inch, 4 x 6 5/8 Top Vent only (View area – 684 sq. in.)
• DVCC36BP – 24,000 Btu, 36-inch, 4 x 6 5/8 Top Vent only (View area – 759 sq. in.)
• DVCC42BP – 26,500 Btu, 42-inch, 4 x 6 5/8 Top Vent only (View area – 963 sq. in.)
The Premium Clean-Face Tahoe includes a tempered glass
view window and a unique burner that delivers a rich flame
pattern. The ceramic fiber rock set is required (but sold
separately). Each rock piece is hand painted.
The contemporary fireplace includes a deep black polished
porcelain-steel liner with added angles to enhance the
reflected flames.
Create highlights on the glass media and porcelain liner with
the optional lighting kit. And the option variable-speed
blower helps circulate warm air throughout your living space.
Both the kits include dimmer controls.
Premium models are available in Millivolt and Intermittent Pilot.
Barrier screen included.
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Premium Clean-Face Direct-Vent Fireplace with
Black Porcelain Liner and Decorative Rock Set

Tahoe Deluxe Clean-Face Direct-Vent Fireplaces
Direct-Vent Clean-Face Deluxe Fireplaces
With their louverless fronts and edge-to-edge viewing area, these Tahoe clean-face fireplaces serve as the ideal
focal point for any new construction or remodeling project. Choose Millivolt or IP (Natural or LP) for reliable heating –
even in a power outage.
Available in 32-inch (18,000 Btu), 36-inch (20,000 Btu), or 42-inch (25,000 Btu), these all-new fireplace systems
feature hand-painted ceramic fiber logs atop our proven Contour burner. As versatile as they are attractive, these
Deluxe Fireplaces require just 17 3/4-inches wall depth for installation and allow top or rear venting. Optional
accessory liners are available in Aged Brick, Stacked Stone, Herringbone, or Black Reflective. A factory-installed
blower is also available. Barrier screen included.
See page 27 for Profile Mantels and Mantelshelves and page 29 for liners and control options.

Tahoe 32 Clean-Face Deluxe Direct-Vent Fireplace with Aged Brick Liner, Custom Mantel and Surround

White Mountain Hearth • Vented & Outdoor Product Guide
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Rushmore Direct-Vent Fireplace Inserts with TruFlame Technology

Rushmore 30-inch Direct-Vent Fireplace Insert with Black Porcelain Liner and Driftwood Log Set

Rushmore Inserts with TruFlame Technology
Available in 30-inch and 35-inch models, Rushmore Direct-Vent Inserts turn your wood-burning fireplace into an
attractive and efficient centerpiece. The TruFlame system combines technology with aesthetics to create truly
realistic flames and a glowing ember bed, reminiscent of a wood fire. Beneath the logs, the massive field of glowing
embers assures everyone that this fireplace has been warming your home all day. Concealed beneath the logs and
embers, the two burners let you vary the flame and the heat output to create the perfect mood.
Complementing the logs and giant ember bed, TruFlame Technology includes two burners for independent front/rear
burner control of the ultra-realistic flames. With both burners in your control, you can call for a roaring fire, a low glow, or
anywhere in between.
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Rushmore Direct-Vent Fireplace Inserts with TruFlame Technology

Rushmore 35-inch Direct-Vent Fireplace Insert with Old World Stone Liner, Traditional Charred Log Set, and Forged Iron Front and Arch Inset

The multifunction remote operates as a conventional thermostat, a Smart Thermostat which modulates flame height as
the room reaches the desired temperature, or as a manual control. The remote also operates the included accent light
and blower.
Your Rushmore Direct-Vent Insert includes the accent light and blower. Customize your insert further by choosing a liner
and log set (both required), and finish it with a required surround and optional front.

Old World Stone

Rustic Brick

Traditional Charred Log Set

Forged Iron Front

Black Glass

Driftwood Log Set

Forged Iron Front and Rectangle Inset
(Front and Inset sold separately)

Forged Iron Front and Arch Inset
(Front and Inset sold separately)

White Mountain Hearth • Vented & Outdoor Product Guide
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Innsbrook Direct-Vent Fireplace Inserts

Innsbrook Direct-Vent Fireplace Insert with Washed Brick Liner, 1-piece Metal Surround, and Horizon Decorative Doors (non-operable) in Matte Black

Innsbrook Traditional Inserts
A wood-burning fireplace sends more than half of its heat up the flue, creating negative pressure in your home,
which draws in outside air through gaps in doors and windows. A wood fire can actually make your home colder.
A Direct-Vent insert system eliminates pressure imbalances in the home that can cause drafts that reduce the
effectiveness of heating. The Innsbrook Direct-Vent insert uses readily available 3-inch flexible co-linear vent pipes.
At up to 73% efficient, the Innsbrook Direct-Vent Insert makes a great heat source for any room in your home.
Choose a stylish liner and a decorative front or doors (1-piece Metal Surround required for installation). Custom
surrounds available.
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Innsbrook Direct-Vent Fireplace Inserts
Liners

Traditional Brick

Banded Brick

Washed Brick

Black Porcelain

Decorative Fronts and Doors

Horizon Doors*

Lancaster*

Transom Doors*

Matte Black

Bronze

* Requires 1-piece Metal Surround for Installation. Fronts and Doors include protective screen.
** Requires SAK adapter kit.
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Loft Direct-Vent Fireplace Inserts
Loft Fireplace Inserts
Installing a Loft Fireplace Insert turns
your messy and inefficient wood-burning
fireplace into a clean-burning, efficient
heat source – an investment that will
quickly pay for itself in saved energy and
reduced hassle.
Available in Millivolt and in energy-saving
on/off Intermittent Pilot control systems,
your insert starts saving energy and
improving your décor from the moment
you first turn it on.
Loft Direct-Vent Fireplace Insert with Black Reflective Decorative Glass and Matte Black Surround

Decorative Fronts and Glass
For the Loft DV Insert, choose a matching contemporary surround in all black or in black and stainless steel. The
bold stainless steel panels top and bottom accentuate the clean horizontal look of the Loft Insert. Complete your
Loft insert with decorative glass – available in Black Polished, Blue Clear, Clear Frost, Bronze Reflective, and
Copper Reflective.

Eclipse*

Loft Series insert with surround in Matte Black and
Stainless Steel

Eclipse (Top View)

Matte Black

Hammered Pewter

Stainless Steel

*Requires 1-piece Metal Surround for Installation.

Decorative Glass for the Loft Series fireplace can be placed on the floor of the firebox and is available in Polished Black,
Clear Frost, Blue Clear, Bronze Reflective, and Copper Reflective
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Empire Direct-Vent Cast Iron Stoves

Empire Medium Direct-Vent Cast Iron Stove in Porcelain Black with Barrier Screen and optional Side Shelves

Empire Direct-Vent Cast Iron Stoves
Bring the warmth and beauty of an Empire Direct-Vent Cast Iron Stove into your home.
Empire Direct-Vent Cast Iron Stoves come standard with our Expanded Slope Glaze Burner
system – which adds an extra inch of ember bed. Topped off with the hand-painted ceramic
fiber log set, the effect is stunningly realistic and guaranteed to keep you and your guests
mesmerized for hours.
Empire Stoves are available in Millivolt and Intermittent Pilot. The Millivolt system lights a
standing pilot with a pushbutton piezo ignitor. Once the standing pilot is lit, the MV system
operates with an on/off switch or optional remote control system. The standing pilot allows
your Empire stove to provide heat during power outages.

Empire Gas Stoves include
a hand-painted log set and
Slope Glaze Burner.

IP systems eliminate the standing pilot for even greater energy savings. Pressing the on/off switch ignites the pilot, which
then ignites the main burner. IP systems can also operate with an optional remote control system. Battery backup allows
your Empire stove to provide heat during power outages.
Empire direct-vent models use standard 4 x 6 5/8 vent pipe and require a 45-degree angle pipe off the back to vent
vertically or horizontally. The stove generates sufficient heat to warm any room in your home or provide total heat for a
small cabin. Your dealer can help you determine your heating requirements.
All Empire Cast Iron Stoves ship assembled in one carton for easier set-up and include a barrier screen.
Empire Cast Iron Stoves are available in two sizes – compact (19,500 Btu) and medium (26,500 Btu).
Floor pads are available but not required. You can place your Empire Stove directly on carpet or tile.
Compact Stove
Finishes
Medium Stove
Finishes
Stone
I n l a y s*

Porcelain Black

Mahogany

Matte Black

Porcelain Black

Mahogany

Matte Black

Sand

Adobe Frost Granite

American Beauty Marble

Temple Gray Marble

Venetian Gold Granite

Matte Pewter

*Stone inlays available for Empire Medium Cast Iron Stoves only.
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Keystone B-Vent Fireplaces

Keystone 36 Deluxe Fireplace shown with Hammered Pewter Mission Louvers in a Profile Mantel

Keystone Series
Keystone B-Vent Fireplaces combine modern technology with traditional venting to create the appearance and
performance of a conventional fireplace but with the convenience of gas.
Our B-Vent systems let you prolong the flicker of the flames without overheating your room. The BVD34 input is
21,000 Btu; the BVD36 is 25,000 Btu; and the Premium BVP42 is 30,000 Btu.
The hand-painted ceramic fiber log set features large logs, arranged to fill the fireplace and complement the flames.
Our deep Premium 42-inch B-Vent fireplace features our Vented Slope Glaze Burner – the industry standard
for great looking flames. Ceramic glazed pellets in the burner tumble and swirl the gas to produce a natural
flickering fire.
See pages 28-29 for options and accessories.

Deluxe BVD34
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Premium BVP42
(shown with optional Aged Brick Liner)

Mantels and Mantelshelves
Standard Mantels
Standard mantels are built from 3/4-inch
fine-furniture grade cabinetry components,
including MDF wrapped in select hardwood
veneers.
Each mantel is detailed in matching solid
wood trim – in oak or poplar. The full 3/4inch cove moldings and edge trim add
structural integrity. Matching decorative
trim pieces – in complementary sizes –
add beauty and character. Available in
standard cabinet and corner cabinet.
Standard Cabinet Mantel in Oak

Profile Mantels and Mantelshelves
Available in flush only, our competitively priced Profile Mantels and
Mantelshelves feature 1/2-inch cabinet-grade plywood construction with
real hardwood moldings. Specify primed (for painting) or unfinished (for
staining, painting, or faux finishing).

Profile Mantel

Profile Mantelshelf

• Flush mantels in 48-inch and 52-inch

• Available in 48-inch, 60-inch, and 72-inch

• Requires non-combustible surround

• Ideal for new construction and remodeling

• Ideal for new construction and remodeling

• Primed or unfinished hardwood

• Primed or unfinished hardwood
• Reversible pilasters for fluted or smooth style

Standard Corner Mantel
• Available in Cabinet mantels and Corner Cabinet
mantels in 32-inch, 36-inch, and 42-inch
• Built-in base
• Fits White Mountain Hearth fireplaces
without modification
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Options and Accessories
Decorative Fronts and Outer Frames

Extruded Aluminum Frames

Decorative accessories let you tailor your firebox or fireplace to your décor. Choose louvers
in three patterns – slat, arched, and mission – finished in matte black or hammered pewter.
Matching door sets and frames complete the transformation from an attractive fireplace to
a stunning focal point.
Our metal three-piece outer frames let you transition from your fireplace to any adjoining
surface – wooden mantel, tile, stone, or any non-combustible material. Choose from steel
frames – with traditional crisp lines – or our extruded aluminum frames – with a profile that
combines gentle concaves with flat surfaces.

Matte Black

(Shown on Cherry Mantel)

Our bottom trim completes the fourth side of the color frame.
Accessory availability varies by fireplace.

Hammered Pewter

(Shown on Oak Mantel)

Decorative Doors – include handles

Matte Black Only. Requires Door Frame with Barrier Screen. Styles vary by fireplace.

Decorative Doors, Rectangle

Decorative Doors, Arch

Decorative Frame

Decorative Doors, Mission Arch

Decorative Doors, Mission Rectangle

Barrier Screen

Decorative Frame Rectangle with
hinge mounting points

Barrier Screen (Matte Black Only)

Decorative Louvers – with screens
Decorative Louver Arch
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Decorative Louver Mission

Options and Accessories
Fireplace Liners
All brick liners are designed to ensure rich detail and lasting beauty. All liners are made from ceramic fiber unless
otherwise noted. Liner availability varies by fireplace.

Herringbone
Brick

Aged
Brick

Banded
Brick

Traditional
Brick

Stacked
Limestone

Black Reflective
Porcelain

Stainless Steel

Decorative Glass

Topaz Clear
Drops

Onyx Solid
Drops

Aqua Blue
Droplets

Copper Reflective
Crushed

Bronze Reflective
Crushed

Black Polished
Crushed

Sangria Luster
Droplets

Glacier Ice
Droplets

Blue Clear
Crushed

Clear Frost
Crushed

Accent
Pebbles

Remote Controls and Thermostats
Take charge of your new fireplace with a battery-operated remote control, thermostat remote, electric remote control,
wall thermostat, or wall switch. Remote Control availability varies by fireplace. Some systems include remote.

FREC
• Electric Remote Control

FRBC
• Battery Remote Control

• On/Off Remote

• On/Off Remote

• Battery Remote/110V Receiver

• For Millivolt and
IP Fireplace

• For Millivolt and IP Fireplace

FWS
• Wall Switch

TMV
• Wall Thermostat

• On/Off Wall
Switch, Wire

• Wall Thermostat,
Wire

• For Millivolt

• For Millivolt

FRBTC
• Battery Remote
Control, Thermostat

FRBTP
• Battery Remote Control,
Programmable

• Thermostat Remote

• Programmable
Thermostat Remote

• For Millivolt and
IP Fireplace

• For Millivolt and
IP Fireplace

TRW
• Battery Wall
Thermostat, Digital

TDV
• Battery Wall
Thermostat, Digital

• Wall Thermostat,
Wireless

• Wall Thermostat,
Wireless

• For Millivolt

• For Millivolt
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Vented Sand Pan Burners and Logs
Vented Sand Pan Burners and Logs
Our Vented Gas Log Sets provide all the ambiance of a roaring wood fire, with the convenience of instant lighting,
instant extinguishing, and variable flame height. The vented gas burners generate a fraction of the air pollution produced
by burning wood, and give off no errant coals or floating embers.
Our unique steel reinforced refractory logs stand up to years of use. Each log is cast from hand-carved masters, patterned after real wood pieces for exceptional detail. Our craftsmen paint every log by hand to accentuate the natural
color and beauty in the bark, the split wood, and the charred areas. Refractory logs carry a limited lifetime warranty
against defects in materials and workmanship. Ceramic logs carry a 5-year warranty.
Vented burners come in double, triple and see-through models – from 60,000 to 90,000 Btu – available in Radco and
UL certified models. Non-certified 36-inch and 42-inch triple burners go up to 140,000 Btu.
All of our logs and burners are made in the USA.

Advantage Log Set with Triple Burner

Advantage (LA) Refractory Log Set

Advantage Log Set with Skyscraper (LAV) Accessory Refractory Logs
Triple Burner (AV)

Double & See-Through Burner Series
Pioneer Refractory logs (Double Burner)

Pioneer (LPR) Refractory Log Set
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Frontier Refractory logs (Double Burner)

Frontier (LFR) Refractory Log Set

Vented Sand Pan Burners and Logs

Great Lakes Oak (Double or See-Through Burner)

Kensington Forest (Double Burner)

Steel-reinforced refractory old-growth oak logs

Deeply weathered and grained ceramic fiber logs

Great Lakes Oak (GLO) Refractory Log Set

Kensington Forest (LKF) Ceramic Fiber Log Set

Tree House (Double or See-Through Burner)
Massive steel-reinforced refractory logs with splits, saw marks, and charring

Treehouse 7 (LTH7) Refractory Log Set

Treehouse 11 (LTH11) Refractory Log Set

Double Burners

See-Through Burners

Twin burner delivers massive flames. Includes log
grate, sand and burning embers.

Includes burner, log grate, sand, and burning embers.

Double Burner (BX)

See-Through Burner (B3)
(requires see-through log set)
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Vented Slope Glaze Burners and Logs
Vented Slope Glaze Burners and Logs
A vented gas log set makes a great alternative to the hassle of building a log fire in your wood-burning fireplace.
Just like a wood fire, a vented gas log set provides plenty of mesmerizing flames and flickering light. And when you
are ready for bed, just flick the switch to turn it off – no waiting for the embers to die down.
Our Vented Slope Glaze Burners are rated at up to 75,000 Btu to create taller flames. Vented log sets are considered
decorative systems and must be installed in a vented fireplace with the damper open.
Vented Slope Glaze burners are available in 18, 24, and 30 inches in millivolt and manual models. The Millivolt
Vented Burners may be operated with an on/off remote control or wall switch. Vented systems may not operate
on a thermostat.

Ponderosa Refractory Log Set (LS-24CR2) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Super Stacked Wildwood Refractory Log Set (LS-24WRS) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)
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Driftwood Burncrete® Log Set (LS-24CD) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Stacked Wildwood Refractory Log Set (LS-24WRR) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Vented Slope Glaze Burners and Logs

Super Sassafras Refractory Log Set (LS-24RSS) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Sassafras Refractory Log Set (LS-24RS) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Stacked Aged Oak Refractory Log Set (LS-24SRAO) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Birch Ceramic Fiber Log Set (LS-24B2) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Charred Oak Ceramic Fiber Log Set (LS-24C2) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)

Super Charred Oak Ceramic Fiber Log Set (LS-24C2S) with
Vented Slope Glaze Burner System (VSR-24)
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Carol Rose Outdoor Fireplace Systems
Outdoor Fireplace Systems
A fireplace extends the season for the outdoor living
space you worked so hard to create. Our Carol Rose
Coastal Collection includes linear and conventional
fireplaces, linear fire pits, fireboxes, traditional log sets
and contemporary burners.
All of our outdoor hearth products feature concealed
controls and stainless steel for all exterior surfaces to
provide lasting beauty. These products are designed
for outdoor use only. For installation on a covered
deck or porch, at least two sides of the enclosure must
remain open at all times.

Outdoor Fire Pits

Carol Rose Coastal Collection 60-inch Contemporary Linear Outdoor
Fire Pit with Multi-colored LED Lighting in a custom table

Made from heavy marine-grade stainless steel, our
Fire Pits are built to withstand harsh environments –
whether it’s poolside or seaside. Fire Pits offer manual
valve and electronic ignition (with flame sensor) and are
available with or without Multi-colored LED Lighting.
Installed low to the ground or at table height, a Linear
Fire Pit provides all the excitement and ambiance,
while allowing a clear view to the rest of your yard.
Our linear Fire Pits are available in 48-inch (55,000 Btu)
and 60-inch (65,000). Accessories include weather
doors/covers, tempered glass wind guards, and drain
trays to control water run-off.

Contemporary Linear Fireplaces
These large fireplaces are designed to serve as the
centerpiece of your outdoor entertaining. Available
in see-through and single-sided models, our linear
systems feature a burner concealed beneath a bed of
clear frost crushed glass and illuminated from below
with LED lighting. Simple intuitive controls let you
program the lighting to change color, intensity, and
tempo to suit your mood. A push of a button lights
the fire and a sensor shuts off the gas if the flame is
extinguished. A manual control valve offers three flame
settings. Choose 48-inch at 55,000 Btu or 60-inch at
65,000 Btu. Options include weather doors and a drain
tray to control water runoff.

Carol Rose Coastal Collection 48-inch Contemporary Linear Outdoor
See-Through Fireplace in a custom surround

Conventional Outdoor Fireplaces
and Fireboxes
The Carol Rose Coastal Collection started with this
traditional fireplace and a refractory log set. Available in
36-inch and 42-inch sizes.
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Carol Rose Coastal Collection 48-inch Contemporary Linear Outdoor
Single-Sided Fireplace in a custom surround

Carol Rose Outdoor Logs and Burners

These special outdoor products are named for customer service manager Carol Rose Burtz, who has been with Empire for more than 58 years.
As the first time we have named a product for an employee, this represents an appropriate honor recognizing Carol’s exceptional history with the company.
Shown: Carol Rose Coastal Collection 36-inch Traditional Outdoor Fireplace

The traditional fireplaces are rated at 50,000 for both the 36-inch
and 42-inch sizes. Options include weather doors, bi-fold doors,
and drain trays.
Our Direct Ignition systems fit your green lifestyle by eliminating the
standing pilot light. Millivolt systems include a standing pilot and will
operate with an optional remote or wall switch.
Our fireboxes (36 or 42-inch) share the same stainless steel construction
but allow you to install another outdoor gas burner or log set.

Traditional Burners and Log Sets

Carol Rose Coastal Collection Ventless Harmony Outdoor Burner
with 24-inch Wildwood Log Set

The Carol Rose Coastal Collection includes the Wildwood Refractory
Log Set designed specifically for outdoor use with our Harmony
Stainless Steel Burner. Both the 24-inch and 30-inch burners are
rated at 50,000 Btu – generating plenty of flames to complement the
massive concrete log set.
Available in Direct Ignition or Millivolt technology, these special
burners feature internal baffles to induce movement in the flames
for an exceptionally natural looking fire.

Contemporary Burners

Carol Rose Coastal Collection 30-inch
Ventless Contemporary Outdoor Burner

Our contemporary burner completes your modern outdoor décor. With stainless steel top and linear burner, these
systems deliver 36,000 Btu in 24-inch models and 40,000 Btu in 30-inch – with plenty of flames to delight your guests
and light up your outdoor event.
Traditional and contemporary burners are designed for installation in an outdoor fireplace or firebox only. Choose LP
or Natural Gas.
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Member of the following industry associations:

These appliances are design-certified
to the ANSI standard.

Empire Comfort Systems Inc.
918 Freeburg Ave.
Belleville, IL 62220-2623
info@empirecomfort.com
WMH-00866 6/26/18

Empire is committed to continuous product improvement; specifications are subject to change without notice. Dimensions in this
brochure are approximate; read and follow the framing dimensions in the owners manual supplied with your Empire product. Flame
size, shape, and color will vary from photos.

The Empire Comfort Systems and White Mountain Hearth names and logos are registered U.S. trademarks.
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